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Ordinary interpretations of EOL forms permit the omission of productions 
and the replacement of different occurrences ofthe same symbol in a production 
by different symbols. This drastically weakens the relation between the structure 
of an interpretation and its underlying EOL form. We claim that by using the 
notion of X-uniformity and cc-interpretation this drawback can be overcome. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An EOL form as introduced in Maurer (1977a) is an EOL system which 
defines structurally similar EOL  systems via a so-called interpretation 
mechanism. More precisely, an EOL system F '  is an interpretation of an EOL 
system F if the productions ofF'  consist of some of those obtainable by applying 
a certain type of substitution to the productions ofF. 
The relation between a form F and an interpretation F' is rather weak for two 
reasons which we would like to call the "subset aspect" and the "uniformity 
aspect," respectively. 
First, productions in F may be completely ignored as far as F' is concerned 
(subset aspect). Second, productions in F involving multiple occurrences of the 
same symbol may lead to productions in F '  with no or fewer multiple occurrences 
of a symbol (uniformity aspect). Both of these aspects lead to unnatural situations 
in some instances. Recognizing this, some attempts have been made in the past 
to tighten the relation between a form and its interpretations. 
Concerning the subset aspect, the notion of a full interpretation (where 
everything obtained by applying a substitution to the productions of a form is 
taken as production of the interpretation) has been investigated in Maurer et al. 
(1977b) and Ginsburg and Maurer (1977). The results obtained seem to indicate 
that full interpretations preserve rather too much of the structure of the under- 
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lying EOL form. Concerning the uniformity aspect, uniform interpretations 
(where multiple occurrences ofthe same terminal in a production are transformed 
into multiple occurrences of some terminal by the interpretation process) have 
been investigated in Maurer et al. (1977a) and particularly in Maurer et al. 
1977c). The results obtained seem to indicate that a certain "stabilizing" effect 
expected can be partly destroyed by the use of nonterminals (for which uniformity 
does not apply). 
In this paper, the above approaches are reconsidered. With respect o the 
subset aspect we introduce cc-interpretations which are "between" ordinary and 
full interpretations. Such cc-interpretations seem to us a realistic compromise 
between preserving too much and destroying too much of the structure of an 
EOL form by the interpretation mechanism. Noting that the uniform inter- 
pretations of Maurer et al. (1977a, c) are asymmetric (in the sense that uniform 
replacement applies to terminals only) we propose the notion of X-uniformity, 
where X is some set of symbols pecifying explicitly which symbols have to be 
subjected to uniform replacement in the interpretation process. We show that an 
"antinormal form result" established in Maurer et al. (1977c) for uniform inter- 
pretations hodls for all X-uniform interpretations X ~ ;~. In Maurer et al. 
(1977a, d) it has been observed that for certain EOL forms F no synchronized 
(no propagating, respectively) EOL form F' exists such that (under ordinary 
interpretations) F and F' generate the same language family. (The language 
family generated by a form F is the set of all languages generated by interpreta- 
tions ofF.) This fact is due to a destruction of some of the structure of the EOL 
form by the interpretation process. It is thus surprising that we are able to show 
that even under X-uniform and under cc-interpretation the above result still 
holds. 
We finally confirm our intuitive belief that cc-interpretations F' of an EOL 
form F retain much but not too much of the structure of F by establishing that 
p(L(F')) = L(F) for a suitable coding p, but that p(L) = L(F) does not necessarily 
imply that L can be generated by a cc-interpretation fF. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION. An EOL form F is an EOL system F = (V, Z, P, S) J  
Let F = (V, Z, P, S), F' ~ (V', Z', P', S') be EOL systems and let X _C V. We 
sayF' is an X-uniform interpretation fF, in symbols F' <~x~F(t~), if/x is a sub- 
stitution on V such that: 
(i) /~(A)_C V' -- Z' for A c V - -  Z; 
(ii) /z(a) C Z' for a ~ Z; 
1 In  an  EOL  sys tem F = (V,  2J, P ,  S) ,  V is the total alphabet, Z C_ V the set of  te rmina ls ,  
V - -  Z the  set  of  nonterminals, S E V -- Z is the start-symbol and P is a f inite set of  
productions ~ --~ x, ~ E V,  x ~ V*.  L (F) ,  def ined  as usua l ,  is the  language generated by F. 
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(iii) /,(~) c3/x(fl) = ~ for o~, fi e V, o~ @ fi; 
(iv) P '  __C {rio -~ filfi2 "'" fi~ 1% --+ oq% ... o~ e P, fli~ I*(oq) for 0 ~ i ~< n 
and for all i, j />  O, ~i = aj e X implies fii =/3j-}; 
(v) s '  ~ ~(s). 
We abbreviate F' <qxuF(b~) to F' ~x~F,  i f / ,  is understood, and we write 
instead ofF '  <~x,,F 
(a) F' <qF iff X = ~,  
(b) F '  <~, F iff X = 27, 
(c) F '  <n ,~F i f fX  : V - -  27, and 
(d) F' <~ot~F iff X = V. 
Note that (a) is the (ordinary) interpretation of Maurer et al. (1977a, d) and 
(b) is the (terminal) uniform interpretation of Maurer et al. (1977c). Cases (c) 
and (d) have not been considered in the literature before. We will call them the 
nonterminal-uniform and total-uniform interpretations, respectively. 
A property shared by most interpretation relations studied for grammar 
forms and L forms is that they are decidable and transitive (see Maurer et al., 
1977a; and Cremers and Ginsburg, 1975). While it is easy to see that <~x~ is 
decidable, it should be observed that <lxu is not transitive. 
Consider the EOL systemF, F', F" with productions as follows: 2 
F: S --+ aa, a --+ a, 
F': S --+ bb, b ~ b, 
and 
F": S -+ bc, b--+ b, c -+ c. 
For X = {a} we evidently have F' <TxuF and F" <~xuF' but F" <lxuF clearly 
does not hold. 
On the other hand, note that X-uniform interpretations are transitive in a 
weaker sense: 
LEMMA 2.1. F' <lx~F(t~) and F" <qxuF'(~) with X D i~(X) implies F" <qxuF. 
Proof. Clear. 
DEFINITION. Let F '  = (V ' ,Z ' ,P ' ,S ' )  be an interpretation of F = 
(V, 27, P, S) under the substitution /z, i.e., F '  <1 F(/z). F '  is called a close or 
d-interpretation of F, in symbols F '  <~aF(/z), if /z (p)~ P '  @ ;~ for each 
2 In all examples, S will be the start-symbol, capital etters will be the nonterminals, 
small letters will be the terminals. 
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p ~ P. F '  is called a connected or co-interpretation fF, in symbols F '  <~co F(~), if 
! t t , .  P 
for each production p' of P' ,  with p' = % --+ %a~ - a,~ ~/z(a 0 --+ chcL~ "" %) 
where % --+ a laZ ' "a  ~ is a production of P, for each production ot i --> x i 
(1 ~ i ~ n) of P, a production p~ = c¢~  x~ ~ ~(c~ --+ x~) occurs in P'. We say 
F '  is a cc-interpretation of F, in symbols F '  ~ ~¢ F, i fF '  ~ ~t F and F '  <7 ~o F. 
DEFINITION. Let F be an EOL form. For every z ~ {e, u, Xu,  ntu, totu, 
cl, co, cc} ~q~a~(F) = {L(F ' ) IF '  <lzF} is called the family of languages generated 
under z interpretation. ~ 
For motivation, we review once more the reasons for introducing cl, co, and 
cc interpretations. Consider the EOL forms 
F: S --~ a, S -+ S, S -+ aS, S -+ SS ,  a -+ a, a --~ S, 
F l  : S -+ a, S--+ aS, a ---~ a , 
F2: S - '+ a, a -+ a, 
F3: S -+ a, S -+ S, S - -~ SS ,  a--~ S , 
and 
F 4 : S---~ a, S -+ S, S--+ S S, a---~ a. 
By Maurer et al. (1977a) ~°(F) = &a(F3) = 5~(EOL) (the class of all EOL 
languages) and S¢(F1) = 5a(Reg) (the class of all regular languages). By Maurer 
et al. (1977a, c), 5P(CF) C ~°(Fa) C Y(EOL)  (where ~(CF)  is the class of all 
context-free languages), and clearly 50(F2)C ~(F in)  (the class of all finite 
languages). 
Thus, despite the fact that Fi <l F for 1 ~< i ~< 4, F1, F2, F3,  F~ behave quite 
differently. I.e., the omission of productions in the interpretation process (subset 
aspect) can destroy the structure of the EOL form rather seriously. 
It is thus natural to require that no production of the EOL form must be 
completely omitted in the interpretation process. This suggests we introduce the 
notion of close interpretation. However, the following lemma shows that the 
notion of close interpretation alone is not sufficient. 
LEMMA 2.2. For every EOL  form F, ~(F )  = 5P~l(F ). 
Proof. LetF  = ( V, Z, P, S). ~q~t(F) C_ 54'(F) is clear by definition. To establish 
the converse inclusion, let F '  be an arbitrary interpretation ofF,  F' = (V',  Z' ,  
P' ,  S ')  <] FOx'). We will construct F = (g, Z, P, S) <1c~ F(/2) with L(F')  = L(F). 
Define Y={aEV[c~-+ x~P and/x' (~--+ x) nP '  = ;~} and let 1~ = 
{4 I ~ ~ Y} be a set of new symbols, I) n (V  u V') = ~. Define/2 by/2(a) =/z'(~) 
z By z = ~ we mean the (ordinary) interpretation of Maurer et al. (1977a). 
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for a ~ V - -  Y and/2(~) =/z'(c~) w {~} for ~ E Y. For each p = ~ --+ x ~ P with 
/ (p )  n P '  = ~ let ~ be a production & -+ ~ for some ~ ~/2(x). 
Define_P = (V, 27, P, S) with V = V 'U I  7, z~ = Z 'k J{d ld~V,a~E},  
P = P' U {p I P ~ P and/~'(p) n P '  = ~}. By construction, F ' <~F(/2) .  Since 
no production in P - -  P' will ever be applicable, L(F') -= L(F). II 
Because of this possibility of "disconnecting" productions under close inter- 
pretations, which, in essence, is equivalent to omitting them, a further condition 
is necessary. This condition should assure that there must be a useful production 
in the interpretation for each production of the EOL form. This leads to the 
notion of a connected interpretation as defined above. 
Note that for a reduced EOL form F = (V, Z, P, S) having only a single 
production with S on the left-hand side, F '  <1~o F implies F '  <~z F. 
However, this is not true, in general: one may have a connected interpretation 
which is not close, and a close interpretation which is not connected. Thus the 
combination of close and connected interpretations into what we have called 
cc-interpretations above is rather natural. 
The next Lemma and its Corollary show that cc-interpretations-- in contrast 
to other interpretations studied earl ier--do indeed preserve some of the proper- 
ties of the underlying EOL form. 
LEMMA 2.3. For any EOL system F let T(F) denote the set of derivation trees 
ofF.  Consider arbitrary EOL systems F and F'. Then F' <~c~F(t ~) implies that 
p( T(F')) = T(F), where p is the coding 4defined by p(a) = b iff a ~ i~(b). 
Proof. LetF  = ( V, Z, P, S), F' ~ ( V', Z', P', S'). SinceF '  <~F(/x) impl ies 
F '  <l FOx) for every z ~ {u, Xu, ntu, totu, cl, co, cc} and since by Maurer et al. 
(1977a) a derivation in F '  comes from a derivation in F, p(T(F')) C_ T(F)is clear. 
By the definition of cc-interpretation, for each derivation S = x o ~ x 1 
x 2 ~ "-" ~ x** = x in F we have at least one derivation S' = x o ~ x 1 
p ! t x 2 ~ "" ~ x~ = x' in F '  with x i ~tz(xi), i.e., p(x') xi (0 <~ i <~ n). Thus 
T(F) c p(T(F')). ! 
COROLLARY 2.4. For EOL system F and F' with F' <?c~F(t~) the length sets of 
FandF '  are equal, i.e., {] x 1] x eL(F)} = {[ x'LI x' ~L(F')}. 
We finally mention three further conventions used in the sequel. For an 
arbitrary EOL system F ~ (V, Z, P, S) define F(x) = { y I x *~ y, y ~ Z*} for 
each x a V* and let maxr(F) be the length of the longest right-hand side of any 
production in F. Further, call a production a --~ x with left-hand side ~ an 
c~ production. 
4 A coding is a letter-to-letter homomorphism. 
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3. RESULTS 
We first show that a normal-form result established for ordinary interpreta- 
tions (Theorem 4.6 of Maurer et al. (1977a) does not hold for X-uniform inter- 
pretations for any X =/= ~.  This generalizes a result established in Maurer et al. 
(1977c) for (terminal) uniform interpretations. 
THEOREM 3.1. For every X ~ ;~ and n ~ 1 there exists an EOL form F such 
that for every EOL form F' with maxr(F') < n, X%(F)  v~ W,~,,(F') for every X ' .  
Proof. Let X = {a 1 , a2 ,..., at} and consider the EOL formF with productions 
S ---* al", a 1 ---* a , ,  where p is a prime number >n.  Evidently, L e £¢x~(F) iff 
L = {blP, b2",..., b2} for some k >~ 1. Suppose that for some X '  and F '  with 
maxr(F') < n, ~x,,~(F') = ~ru(F), i.e., for some 
F" = (V", Z", P", S") <x,~F'  we haveL(F") = {b~}. 
Thus there must be an x = a1% "" e~ (a i e V") with x @ b v such that for some 
j ~ 1, S" ~-  x ~"Y lY~ ""YT~ = b~ with di: % ~,y~ (1 ~ i ~< k), such that 
form = [{i[ di: ai ~J  Yi , Yi v ~ e, 1 ~ i ~ k}] wehave 1 < m <p.  
Evidently, %% ":" ak ~ Z"* and for each ~i, %" with Yi ,  Yj ~ ~ clearly ~i = ~J, 
or else a language in 5¢x,,,(F' ) could be constructed containing a word containing 
at least two different erminals. But then y~ v~ yj is impossible for Yi ,  YJ =# ~, or 
else a word b v' 4= b~ would be in L(F"). 
Thus Yi =/= ~ implies Yi = br for some r /> 1. 
Thus S" *~F" X *=> b ''~ = b ~ with 1 < m < p, a contradiction. | 
In Maurer et al. (1977a, d) it has been shown that synchronization and the 
removal of productions yielding ~ in an EOL form is not always possible without 
changing the language family generated under X-uniform interpretation, if 
X = ~.  The proofs given in Maurer et al. (1977a, d) are based on what one 
might call an "isolation property." 
Isolation Property. Let F = (V, 27, P, S) be an EOL system. I f  for some 
nonempty x eL(F)  each derivation S *=>F Y *=>F X *~e Z implies x = y i fy  e 27* 
and x = z if z e 27", then for some (ordinary) interpretationF' ofF, i.e., F '  <~ F, 
L(F') = {x}. 
The reason for this is that under ordinary interpretations a single derivation 
S *=> y *~ x *=> z can be "isolated" by renaming symbols in this derivation and 
omitting productions not required in the derivation. 
It should be clear that such isolation by omitting productions is not leasable 
under cc-interpretations. We might thus expect a different behavior of EOL forms 
with respect to synchronization and removal of productions yielding ~ under 
cc-interpretafions. Also, under the X-uniformity interpretation (X =/= ;~) it is 
impossible to carry over the proofs of NIaurer et al. (1977a, d) since the renaming 
643,/38/3-7 
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required for the isolation of a derivation may not be possible any more. In 
particular, the above isolation property does not hold for X-uniform interpre- 
pretations and X v~ ;~, as is best seen by an example. 
Let F have productions: S -+ SS, S -+ a, a -+ N, N -+ N. For x ---- aa ~ L(F), 
a derivation S *~vy ~ aa *~vz impliesy = a s i fy  ~N*, z = a s i f z  ~X*. But 
for no F '  <~{s}u F do we have L(F') -= {aa}. Rather, if aa ~L(F ' ) thenL(F ' )  is 
infinite. 
Thus it is interesting to notice that for certain EOL forms more elaborate 
isolation techniques are successful, even under ;~ =/= X-uniform interpretation. 
In  particular, we get the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. There exists an EOL form F -~ ( V, 2, P, S) such that for each 
synchronized EOL form F = (V, Z, P, S) and each X C_ V, X C_ V we have 
~(F)  ¢ ~(~) .  
Proof. Consider the form F with productions S --+ a, a -+ b, b -+ N, N--+ N. 
Clearly, L E ~xu(F) implies ]L t >~ 2 for each AT. Suppose that for some syn- 
chronized F we have ~xu(F) ----- ~o~a~Zu(-P). Then for some F' = (V', Z',  P', S') with 
F' <~xu 1~, L(F') = {a, b) must hold. Clearly, F '  is synchronized. We will construct 
an F" <lto~F' with L(F") =- {a). By Lemma 2.1 F" <1:~F, i.e., {a} e La~(p), a 
contradiction. 
To obtain F" from F '  it turns out o be sufficient o take some, but not all, 
productions ofF '  without any changes as follows: 
Let P" = {~ --+ x [ ~--+ x ~ P '  andF'(x) =/= {b}}. By construction P" may not be 
complete, i.e., for certain ~ it may not contain any a production. To obtain a 
complete set of productions we add for each ~ for which P" does not contain an 
c~ production yet, one production ~ --+ x of P '  to P". 
Let F" = (V", Z", P", S'), where V" is defined implicitly by P" and 2J" = 
X' t3 V". Since P" C_ p' ,  F" <ltot~F' as desired. Note that by construction ofF", 
~ x ~ P" and F#(x) -~ {b} implies that ~ ~ x is the only e production of P". 
We establish that L(F") = {a} by contradiction. 
SupposeL(F") also contains b. We would then have a derivation 
S '  = A o =~ x lA ly l  ~ F" usxsAaysvs  ~F"  uaxaA3y3va 
• .. =>Fu U~_sX~_sA~_2y~_2V~_s ~v ~ u~_ ix~_ i i r _ ly r_ iv~_  I 
• -. =>F ~ ~rx~Aryrvr  
with 
Ai_I -+ xtA~y~ E P" (1 ~ i ~< r), Xl ~F" u2, Yl =~F ~ vs, 
u~-lxi-1 ~F" ui, Yi-lv~-i ~"  vi (3 <~ i ~< r), 
u~ = x~ = yr  = v~ = ¢, Ar = b. 
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The derivation tree corresponding to this derivation is depicted in Fig. 1. Note 
that F"(x~.A~.yr) = {b}. Thus A~_~ --* r~Ary~ is the only A~,_ 1 production of P", 
Thus, every word in F"(x+_ld~_ly~,l) must be of the form ubv. Since L(F") _C 
{a, b} this implies F"(Xr_ld~_ly~_~) : {b}. 
S ~ 
AO 
xl A1 Yl 
u2 x2 A2 Y2 u2 
u3 x3 A3 Y3 v3 
Ur-2 Xr-2 At-2 Yr-2 Vr-2 
Ur-1 Xr-~ Ar-i Yr-1 Vr-1 
/ /Jl \ \ 
u r Xr A Yr Vr 
II ;J [ 
FIG. I. A derivation tree. 
Inductively, Ai_ l -+xiAiY i  the only Ai-1 production of P" implies 
F"" 4 " (xi_~ i-lYi-1) = {b} and thus Ai_ 2 ~ xi-lYi-1 is the only Ai-2 production 
of P". Thus F"(Ao) = L(F") = {b}, a contradiction. | 
By a somewhat similar argument we can show that an EOL form cannot 
always be made propagating without changing the language family generated 
under the X-uniform interpretation. 
THEOREM 3.3. There exists an EOL form F = (V, Z, P, S) such that for each 
propagating EOL form ff = (V, Z, P, S) fand each X C V, X C V we have 
# s%(F). 
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Proof. Consider the form F with productions S ~ aba, a -+ cd, b --> ~, c ~ N,  
d--~ N, N- -~ N.  
Clearly, L ~ ~CPxu(F ) implies IL l  > /2  for each X. Suppose that for some 
propagating F we have ¢LPx~(F) ---- ~C~X~(P). Then for some F '  ~ (V', X', P ' ,  S') 
with F'  <q:g~P, L(F')  ~- {aba, cdcd}. We will construct an F" <~ot~F' with 
L(F") : {cdcd}. By Lemma 2.1 we would have {cdcd} E ~cP)?~(F) ~ ~x~(F), a 
contradiction. 
Let P" -~ {a -+ x 1 o~ ~ x e P '  and F'(x) C_ {c, d}+}. Complete P" by adding for 
each c~ for which P" does not contain an c~ production yet, one production 
o~ --+ x of P '  to P". Define F" ~ (V", Z", P", S'), where V" is defined implicitly 
by P" and where 2:" ~ 2:' n V". Note that F" ~to,~F'  and that a ~ x ~ P" and 
F"(x) C {a, b}+ implies that a --+ x is the only a production of P". 
We have L(F") C_L(F') ~ {aba, cdcd}. Note that cdcd *~r" aba is impossible 
sinceF' is propagating, and that aba *~ cdcd is impossible. (Each of the possibili- 
ties a ~ c, b ~ d; a --+ c, b --~ dc; a -+ cd, b ~ c leads directly to a contradiction.) 
Thus F"(aba) : {aba} and cdcd eL(F") .  We now establish the desired L(F") 
{cdcd} by  proving that aba CL(F"). 
Suppose S = x o ~e"  x~ ~y,  x~ ~ .. . . .  ~ , ,  x~_~ ~, ,  x r = aba. We have 
F"(xr) ~- {aba}. Thus, ~ in x,_ a and ~ ---> x e P" the production used in going 
from x,.~ to x~ implies that a--~ x is the only ~ production in P". HenceF"(x~_~) ---- 
{aba}. Inductively, F"(Xo) --  L(F") = {aba}, a contradiction. | 
We will now establish results analogous to Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 for cc-inter- 
pretations. We first prove an auxiliary result. 
LEMMA 3.4. I f  F is a synchronized EOL form with L(F)  = (a 2, b~}, then for 
some F'  <~c,F we have L(F ' )  ~ {a 2, b ~, b3f}. 
Proof. Let F = ( V, Z, P, S) and le tD:S=x 0~x l~x  2~ "- ~x  r -=b ~ 
be a derivation in F with 
x i=Ai , lA i .~ . ' "A i . t i  for 0~<i~<r- -1 .  
Let V ~ ~A!i' ~) I 0 <~ i <~ r -- 1, 1 <~ j <~ ti} be a set of new nonterminals. 
Let Ar_l.q -+ xb be the production applied to the qth symbol in x~_l and yielding 
the last of the four b's in x~. Define 
P {S ~,(i,1) ~,(1,'I) ,.. A(i ,t i)1 
~-2t1,1 ~1,2 I~i ) 
~A(id) ~(i+1,~) zl(i+LO V) ~ i,J -+~i+1,~ ""'~i+1.~ 11 ~<i~<r- -2 ,1  ~ j ~-~ ti , 
A id  -+ Ai+l, ~ .." Ai+l, ~ is the production applied at position j of xi} 
~A (r-i'q) szl(r-l'J)-+y ] j  ~ q, 1 ~ j  ~< q, 
Ar_Lj  --+ y is the production applied at position j of xr_l} 
w{f - -+  y [ b---~ yeP} .  
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Define -P (A (i'J) ' ' = ~--i,j - -+x lA i , j - -~x~P}"  LetF '  = (V ' ,Z ,P ,  S), with V' = 
V u V u {f}, X' = 27 u {f}, P '  = P w P W P. Clearly, F '  <1F(/z). Indeed 
F '  <1~F, since P C P' .  
t t t t We now show that F'  <~oF(t~) as follows. Let p ' :  % ~ ~1% "" ~m ~ P '  with 
p'  ~ tz(p), p: % --+ ~laz -" a,, e P. Suppose ai --+ x e P. We have to show that 
~', -~  x' e (,~(~i - "  x) n P ' ) .  
(p '~P) .  Thenp '  =p and ~ i -+ xeP impl ies  ~-+ x~P '  since Case 1 
PC_P ' .  
Case 2 
I.e., ai -~  
Case 3 
(p'  ~ P). Then p' :  % --+ ~1~2 "'" a~ ~ P' ,  where % --~ cq% ..- cq, ~ P. 
x c P implies ai -+ x ~ P' .  
(p'  c P). Consider the case p' :  --i,j/l(i'J) --+ ~i+l,k/l(i+l'k) --+ "'" -+ -~i+1,~/1 ~i+1'~) and 
p' Elz(p), p: Ai . j  -+ Ai+l,k "'" A~+l,Z ~ P. (The other cases are analogous). I f  
Ai+l,, -+ x ~ P then //(~+1,,) __+ x ~ fi C P' .  " ' i+1  t 
Since P C P '  clearly (a 2, b ~} C L(F') .  
By construction, b3f~L(F ' ) .  Since no other words can be generated via the 
new nonterminals A (i'j) L(F')  ~-- {a z, b a, b3f} as desired. | - - i , j  ' 
THEOREM 3.5. There exists an EOL  form F such that for each synchronized 
EOL  fo rm/7  we have ~e(F)  ~ ~Lf c~(/7). 
Proof. Let F be an EOL form with productions S -+ aa, a --~ b 2, b -+ N,  and 
N--~ N. Note that {a 2, b 4, b3f} is not in ~c(F ) ,  since any L e ~(F)  containing 
b3f also must contain bfbf. 
Suppose for some synchronized F we have ~( /7 )  = ~(F) .  Then for some 
i f '  <1~ if, L(/7') = L(F)  = {a 2, b4}. By Lemma 3.4 for some if' <~/7 ,  (and using 
the transitivity of cc-interpretations if" <~ec/7) we have L(ff") = {a ~, b ~, bar) 
~ca~c(F), a contradiction. | 
To establish that the removal of productions yielding E is not always possible 
under cc-interpretations another Lemma akin to Lemma 3.4 is required. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let F = ( V, S ,  P, S)  be an EOL  form such that L(F)  = {aba, cdcd} 
and for  any x eL(F ) ,  S *~ y ~ x *~ z implies y = x i f  y ~ X* and z = x i f  z E Z*.  
Then for  some F' <lecF, L(F ' )  = {aba, cdcd, cdcf}. 
Proof. Let D: S = x o ~ x 1 ~ x 2 ~ "" => xr = cdcd be a derivation in F with 
x i = A i , lA i .  2 ... Ai ,  t. for 0 ~ i ~ r - -  1. Let At_l ,  q --~ xd be the production 
applied to the qth symbol in xr_ 1 and yielding the last of the two d in x,.. Define 
V, P, P, and F '  as in Lemma 3.4. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.4 one 
establishes F ' ~F  and shows L(F ' )  = {aba, cdcd, cdcf}. | 
THEOREM 3.7. There exists an EOL  form F such that for  each propagating EOL  
form ff  we have oL~'~(F) =/= 5~,~(ff). 
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Proof. Let F be an EOL form with productions S -+ aba, a -+ cd, b ~ c, 
c--~ N, d-+ N, and N-+ N. Suppose for some propagating F, ~a~o(F) = 5¢~,(/7). 
Then for some propagating ff <~c,F we have L(F) = {aba, cdcd}. Since both 
aba *~v cdcd and cdcd *~ aba are impossible, Lemma 3.6 applies. Thus for 
some/~ <1 ,c F we have L3 = L(~ 0) ---- {aba, cdcd, cdcf}. Thus, L 8 ~ £~a~,(F) but 
La 6 ~c(F) :  ifL~ ~ 5¢cc(F) and cdcf6L3, cfcfalso inL~, a contradiction. | 
Theorems 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, and 3.7 state that neither under X-uniformity nor under 
cc-interpretation the removal of productions yielding E or synchronization of 
EOL forms is, in general, possible without affecting the language families 
generated. 
It is an open question whether some combination of, say, X-uniformity and 
cc-interpretations would yield positive synchronization or a -+ E removal results. 
No such results are known at this point. 
We now return to the examination of the relation between L(F) and L(F') if 
F '  <1~F, as started in Lemma 2.3. 
DEFINITION. A family 5q of languages is called coding complete if L ~ ~,/7,  
a language and p a coding with p([,) = L, implies/~ 6 oL~q. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let F be an EOL form. ~P~c(F) is coding complete iff ~c(F )  = 
{L 1 o(L) = L(F) ,  O a coding}. , 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, F '  <~cF(tz) implies p(L(F')) = L(F), i.e.,/S ~ 5¢,c(F) 
implies p(£) = L(F), i.e., 
5¢~(F) C {L ] p(£) L(F), p a coding}. 
(a) If  5¢~c(F ) is coding complete then p(/,) = L(F)~ ~c(F)  implies 
/~ 6 ~, (F ) ,  i.e., {/7, [ p(L) = L(F), p a coding} __C ~, (F )  
(b) Conversely, assume that p(L) ~ L(F) does imply L ~ ~ecc(F ).
We have to show: 
p(L) = L ~ .,q~(F) implies L ~ ~¢~c(F). 
But L ~ ~, (F )  implies L = L(F'), F' <lc, F(lx), and thus by Lemma 2.3 pl(Lj = 
pl(L(F')) = L(F). Thus pa(p(L)) = pl(r)  = L(F), hence fi(L) ---= L(F), i.e 
Lemma 3.8 intuitively says that if ~°ee(F ) is coding complete then ~aec(F ) is 
already completely described by L(F), rather than the structure of F. For this 
reason, the following theorem asserting that ~¢~,(F) is usually not coding 
complete is of significance. 
TUEOREM 3.9. Let F be an EOL form with L(F) infinite. Then ~LP~(F) is not 
coding complete. 
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Pro@ SupposeF = (V, E, P, S) andL  = L(F ) .  We will exhibit a coding p 
and a language/, such that p(/,) = L, but/ ,  not EOL, thusL 6 ~ec(F). Intuitively, 
this is done by breaking up the words of L(F )  using some non-EOL language. 
Choose an alphabet Z disjoint from Z and a non-EOL language L C ~'* with 
e ~[,. Choose a ~ Z such that for each n there are infinitely many words 
x eL  such that he number of a's in x exceeds n. (Such an a clearly exists.) 
Define /, = L vJL, where L is obtained as follows: For each word y = 
ala  2 ".. a s ~ [, pick a word x = xlax2axaa "" x~ax~+~ in L and add to L the word 
xla lx~a 2 "" x~a~x,+~.  Define the coding p by: 
p(b) = a for each b E Z, 
p(b) = b for each b ~ Z. 
Evidently, p(/,) = L. ThatL  is not an EOL language is seen as follows: 
Let h be the homomorphism defined by 
h(b)=b for b~Z,  
h(b) =e for b~Z.  
Then h(/,) = L q} ~Q'~EOL •Since ~EOL is closed under homomorphism/, ~ ~(~OEO L as 
desired. | 
An important question is whether there exists an EOL form F with L(F )  
infinite such that for any EOL language/7, with p(/,) =L(F )  we have/7 ~ ~C,¢cc(F ). 
Note  1. I f F  is an EOL form andL(F) is finite, L,F~c(F ) may still be not coding 
complete. Consider the form F with productions S -+ aa, a --~ bb, b ~ b. 
Clearly, L(F )  = {a 2, b 4} is finite and for p(a) = a, p(b) = p(c) = p(d) = p(e) = b, 
p(L)  = L (F ) ,  where/, = {aa, bcde}. But evidently/, ~ ~(F) .  (Indeed,/, q~ ~(F) . )  
Note  2. Even if F is synchronized and L(F )  is finite, ~q°~(F) may still be not 
coding complete. Consider the form F with productions: S -+ AB,  A -+ a, 
B -+ c, B --* cc, a --+ N ,  c -+ N ,  N -+ N .  We have L(F )  = {ac, ace} and for 
f ,  = {ac, be, bcc} with p(a) = p(b) = a, p(c) = c we have p(/,) = L(F ) .  Note that 
/, E £a(F) but/ ,  q} ~-c,¢cc(F); we must have productions S '  -+ A 'B ' ,  A '  --~ a, and as 
continuation orB -+ cc some production B' --+ ~fi, yielding a word starting with a 
and of length 3. 
Note  3. For every finite language L = {x 1 , x 2 ,..., x,} there exists an EOL  
form F with L(F )  = L such that ~ga~(F) is coding complete. This is seen by 
choosing for F the productions S --+ x 1 , S --+ x 2 ..... S -+ x, ,  a --* N (for each 
terminal a) and N -+ iV. For any/~ with p(/,) = L we must have/7 = L 1 v) 
L~ u "- ka L,  with p(L~) = {xl} and L~ @ ~. Thus ,P with productions /5, 
_P = {S'--* 2] ~eL j ,  1 ~<j ~<f} k) {a --~ N ] a a terminal} is a cc-interpretation 
of F generating/7. 
RECEIVED: July 1, 1977 
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